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Threshold is a community of individuals united by our
commitment to create a just, joyful, and generative world.
For more than three decades, Threshold
Foundation has been a catalyst for social and
environmental change by seeding hundreds
of nascent organizations, and by supporting
the inception of multiple donor networks and
socially responsible businesses throughout the

world. We are a multi-generational membership
organization devoted to aligning our resources
with our values while fostering a fertile training
ground for the full and authentic expression of
our passions and purpose.
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2017

was a year of challenges for our
country, our communities, and our
world. Some obstacles we expected and planned
for, while others shook us to the core. Across
political, environmental, and social issues, this year,
we have felt an even greater call to action in our
work. And as the Threshold community has always
done, we are answering that call by coming together
to create the space for expression, empathy, selfreflection, and action. We are poised for a tidal
wave of change in 2018 and we’re looking forward
to accelerating our work to create a more just, joyful,
and generative world.

The Threshold community gathered in San Francisco
for our Winter Gathering in January 2017, the same
week of the President’s Inauguration, to focus on
death and rebirth. Together, we affirmed a lesson
learned many decades ago: community heals,
nurtures, and empowers us as we face life’s
most challenging moments. As individuals, we
are imperfect but as a community, we are resilient.
Threshold members urgently sought to rally around
those who were most vulnerable and joined the
collaborative Emergent Fund while still grappling
with the open-ended question of how best to
move forward.

“Together, we affirmed a lesson learned many decades
ago: community heals, nurtures, and empowers us as
we face life’s most challenging moments.”
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We circled up again on beautiful Cortes Island in
British Columbia for our Summer Gathering, this time
examining our own greed and generosity, and that
of the world around us. Our community’s stretching
and flexing in pursuit of personal transformation
generated tensions that strengthen the muscles and
bonds of our membership body, thus enabling further
growth and evolution. At this meeting, we also spent
time discussing and launching two new funding
circles: Fair Elections and Psychedelic Research,
Education, and Policy, bringing our total collaborative
issue areas to seven.

“In this annual reflection, we offer a chance to
listen to stories from across our membership
—each one a different drop of color that,
together, paint a picture of who we are.”

To understand community and its potential, there
must be space for the expression of individuals.
Although “members” are a single category, they
encompass a broad range of lived experiences and
insights. With every distinct voice we hear, from
youth to elders, we gain a better understanding of
ourselves and get further in touch with our potential
impact in this ever-changing ecosystem. In this
annual reflection, we offer a chance to hear stories
from across our membership—each one a different
drop of color that, together, paint a picture of who
we are. I find them to be unique, inspiring, and a
reminder that a dynamic and diverse community is
one that is strong, resilient, and generative. I hope
you find the same.
With love and light,

Terrence Meck
Board President
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A VALUES-BASED APPROACH, SINCE THE BEGINNING

Threshold Foundation was created in 1981 in order to fight
environmental harm and social inequality, and to stand in solidarity
with communities working for social and environmental justice.
Funds were gathered by the initial 21 members, and awarded to frontline groups doing
critical work. Our grantmaking was, and still is, at the heart of why Threshold exists. And
here’s the thing—it’s easier to talk about the core of our work: our incredible grantees, the
values they live, and the impact they are having. We hope you’ll read about them later in the
report, and in past annual reports. They are our inspiration; they are why we do this work.

SHINING A SPOTLIGHT INTERNALLY
But, Threshold was intentionally built with another key aspect in mind. It was imagined
as a place for community to grow, for friendships to deepen, for trust to blossom, and,
importantly, as a space where people of wealth could speak openly about their money and
privilege. This was the place where wealthy people could come together to share their
experiences, their hopes, their mistakes, and their visions for how to use their resources to
make positive change in the world. It’s a collective, philanthropic effort, and in many ways,
an experiment, that still results in surprising and sometimes profound lessons.
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Community is a big part of what defines Threshold, and over the
years we’ve discussed how to share more about who we are. It can be
uncomfortable to shine a spotlight internally.

Threshold members include well-known movement leaders and
long-time activists, as well as quiet, change-making donors, and
those who are just getting their footing in the philanthropic world.
With an evolving, ambitious membership, it’s hard to strike a balance of
what to say—but we’re committed to doing so.

CONNECTING OUR STORIES WITH YOURS
In the following pages, we offer a glimpse into who we are through
a series of personal profiles of some of our members. We do so with
the hope of connecting and co-creating with you around the vision
for Threshold’s future. We know that to be in community and to be in
solidarity, we have to start with our own stories. In reading these profiles,
we hope that you’ll get a glimpse into who we are and what draws us
back to this community and the work we do.
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threshold member

Chelsea

“

When I think about Threshold, I can’t help but
think about the enormous scale of connection.
There are so many wise, loving people here, and when you put them
together, it almost feels overwhelming. Some members—people who
have been aunts and uncles to me growing up—have stood at the
frontlines of change and learned what it takes to make societal and
environmental shifts. Everyone has so much to contribute. Threshold
nurtures those relationships for me and reminds us that, together, we
can achieve so much. It feels awesome. It’s wonderful.

ˮ
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threshold member

Gryphon
Threshold feels ‘exceptional’ in both senses of the word—it’s
unexpected and remarkable. It’s full of surprises. There’s something
incredibly powerful about this group of people who have decided to
come together, to be real, to be seen, to make a difference—who you
can talk to and ask questions of.

In a world of increasingly superficial connections,
Threshold offers a network of smart, loving, quirky
people who are trying to change the world. And
who welcome you, where you are, as you are. It’s
family in new ways.
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threshold member

Erika
Threshold feels like coming home for me in a way that I have
never experienced before. This is my community and it makes
me feel a sense of oneness and that things will be right with the
world. It brings hope and positivity. I can’t imagine what I would
be feeling in these times without knowing the heart-center of
Threshold.

One of the things I enjoy most about Threshold is the
vibe of experimentation. Threshold is 36 years into this
social experiment—a sandbox where we get to test new
ideas, be challenged, and get honest.
It’s where you can get genuine feedback in a loving way that will
help push us all towards more greatness.
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“

The first thing I do when I return to
Threshold is... take a deeper breath than
I’ve taken since the last meeting.

threshold member

Marna
I don’t know if you ever saw the movie “Brigadoon” but it’s about a
town that only comes alive for one day every 100 years. Threshold is
my Brigadoon. Coming back, I get the opportunity to just be myself,
to learn from other people, to ask the “stupid” questions and get the
answers, the support, and the encouragement to move forward in
ways that are more aligned with my values.

ˮ
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threshold member

Peter

“

Threshold is always an adventure because every time I come to a
convening, I’m a different person. There are so many different ways to
engage and get involved with projects. Right now I’m working on climate
restoration and that’s very exciting. I realize as I look around that I’m
with people who are committed to making miracles happen, just as I am.
People who have wealth are often isolated and feel like they are on their
own for many reasons.

By creating a community, we get to put our
hearts together to help support the change
we want to see in the world and for the planet.

ˮ
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threshold member

Marion
The feeling of coming back to Threshold grows on me and I love it more as
I’m here longer. When I first joined Threshold, which was donkey’s years
ago, I thought I was a political hotshot and these were woo-woo, new-aged
people and I was going to teach them a thing or two about strategy. By now,
it is so much the opposite.

I’m so humbled
the grants
that we
I’m sobyhumbled
by work
the grants
work that we do,
do, by the collaborative
philanthropy.
by the collaborative
philanthropy.
I feel that there are people here who are far more sophisticated than I
am, who have more resources than I have, who bring ideas I’ve never
considered. I just feel incredibly lucky to have all of these people around.
There’s an image that’s stuck with me over the years—and that’s the
balance of sailing before the wind. There are plenty of organizations that
provide emotional support, or who are focused only on political goals.
Threshold encompasses that balance—we build community and we support
grassroots change, sailing in between those two things like sailing before
the wind, shifting a little bit this way or that as we sail on.

ˮ
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At Threshold, members bring their individual
passion, knowledge, backgrounds, and
resources together to make collaborative
funding decisions.
The five funding circles in 2017—Climate Strategies, Food and Farming,
High Impact Documentary Films, Middle East Peace, and Thriving
Resilient Communities—awarded grants to organizations from across the
country, and the globe.
Our grantee partners are leading the charge to create a more
sustainable, regenerative, aware, peaceful, and resilient world. In
addition to the five funding circles, Threshold members invested their
dollars toward rapid response support for communities of color and
other groups nominated by our members.
In total, Threshold Foundation awarded $2.39M in 2017.
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2017 funding circle

2017 funding circle

Climate Strategies

Food and Farming

The climate is changing rapidly, and we must use
every tool available to help fight the effects and build
a more sustainable future. At the core of our strategy,
we tackle climate change by funding efforts that pull
on multiple levers to move our economy and society
away from dirty combustion and toward clean and
renewable energy. This work ranges from protecting
carbon sinks, to empowering indigenous stewardship
of land and waters, to federal policy reform.

How we grow food matters. Food production is
essential to our evolution and health as humans, and
there’s a lot to be gained—or lost—in the kinds of
food systems we decide to support and sustain. Our
strategy connects community activists and leaders
who are creating regenerative solutions alongside
funders and policy-makers with the aim of collectively
shifting the paradigm of today’s food system.

“As funders, we know that caring
for people and caring for the
environment are inextricably linked.
Caring for one is caring for the other.”
—Climate Strategies circle member

“This work sits at the intersection of
so many issues that matter to people
and the planet. With new models
emerging, we’re seeing real shifts of
how these new directions can begin
to bloom.”
—Food and Farming circle member
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2017 funding circle

2017 funding circle

High Impact
Documentary Films

Middle East Peace

Documentary films that center important, untold
stories have the potential to bring new audiences and
attention to complex issues that are often overlooked
by mainstream media. We fund films that challenge
our biases, show us new perspectives, and present
us all with a call to action.

“We are in a golden age of
documentary films, and filmmakers
are filling the void left by a
mainstream media that is unwilling
to take on the controversial issues
we face as a society today.”
—High Impact Documentary Films circle member

Our strategy is inspired by the vision of a peaceful
end to the conflict between Israel and Palestine in
the Middle East. By working with nonviolent, visionary
activists from both sides, we aim to accelerate the
movement to bring stability, civil rights, and peace to
all communities in the region.

“This circle supports Israelis and
Palestinians working together to
create long term peace and stability,
strengthen democracy, increase
peaceful civic engagement, and
encourage a respectful, and
compassionate public narrative,
advocating full civil rights, dignity,
and security for all.”
—Middle East Peace circle member
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2017 funding circle

Thriving Resilient
Communities
Communities are their own experts when it comes
to generating solutions to the unique economic,
environmental, and social challenges they face. Our
strategy is to support local communities in creating
strong networks to organize and address these
challenges and develop their ability to thrive in a local,
just, and resilient system of their own creation.

“Resilience is not just about “bouncing
back” from a shock. Instead, it is
about “bouncing forward” to eliminate
the inequities and unsustainable
resource use that are the root causes
of the many crises we face.”
—Thriving Resilient Communities circle member
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2017 GRANTS LIST
Climate Strategies
Amazon Watch » $80,000

Institute for Responsible Technology »
$20,000

Thriving Resilient Communities
Collaboratory $10,200

No-Till on the Plains Inc » $25,000

Greening of Karma Center $30,000

Transition US » $19,600

Savanna Institute » $30,000

Just Vision, Inc. » $40,000

Shaka Movement » $30,000

Middle East Children’s Institute Inc. »
$15,000

Canopy Planet Society $80,000
Center for Health, Environment and
Justice » $60,000
Earthworks » $35,000
Friends of the Earth » $40,000
Georgia Strait Alliance » $60,000
MN350 » $60,000

Combatants for Peace » $105,000

Sustainable Economies Law Center »
$33,300

Friends Forever » $7,500

As You Sow » $30,000

Little Colorado River Watershed Chapters
Association » $20,000

EarthRights International » $25,000

Middle East Peace

Sustainable Economies Law Center »
$30,000
Women, Food and Agriculture Network »
$30,000

Taghyeer Movement » $150,000
Women Wage Peace » $70,000

Thriving Resilient
Communities

Informal Funding
The Dinner Party » $20,370
Foundation for Conscious Evolution »
$14,320
Grassroots Global Justice » $31,660
Love-A-Bull » $18,630

San Juan Citizens Alliance » $32,000

High Impact
DocumentaryARY fILmS

Stand Environmental Society » $70,000

Ackicita $40,000

Center for Economic Democracy »
$29,300

Taxpayers for Common Sense » $33,000

Going to Mars $20,000

Climate Justice Alliance » $29,300

World Future Council » $14,000

Impeachment $60,000

Daily Acts Organization » $20,300

Public Laboratory for Open Technology
and Science » $19,650

Yansa Inc. » $15,800

Madame Tran $60,000

New Economy Coalition, Inc. » $25,500

Reconsider » $31,170

Nalia & The Uprising $10,000

New England Grassroots Environment
Fund » $21,300

Discretionary

New Energy Economy » $34,000

Food and Farming

The Holly $35,000

Center for Food Safety » $30,000

United Skates $80,000

NorCal Community Resilience Network »
$16,800

Ecdysis Foundation » $60,000

Permaculture Action Network » $23,300

ETC Group $25,000

Revival $15,300

FoodCorps Inc. » $25,000

Rooted in Resilience » $25,300

National Wildlife Refuge Association »
$22,760
Our Family Farms » $22,710

Nextwave Foundation » $2,100
Emergent Fund » $250,500
Zen Hospice Project » $2,930
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IN MEMORIAM
Alan Rabinowitz
1927 – 2017
By Martha Rabinowitz

Alan joined Threshold Foundation in 1989 at Murrietta Hot Springs, along with his wife
Andrea (1988) and daughter Marli. Daughter Kate joined a year later, and nephew Timon
Malloy followed in 1991.
Alan and Andrea served on the Social Justice Committee until 2000. When retiring from
the Committee, he was instrumental in the founding of the Alumnuts.
At the time they joined, Alan and Andrea had already been members of A Territory
Resource (ATR) in the Northwest, a donor-advised group funding organization. He was
instrumental over the years in the evolution of ATR to Social Justice Fund Northwest.
He wrote a book about this deep institutional change to a much more activist-inclusive
funder’s model, Goodmoney Collective: A history of ATR.
As well as writing many books on Urban Economics and Planning, he also wrote
in 1990, Social Change Philanthropy in America, the first comprehensive book on
progressive funding.

He was a founder of Western States and the Potlatch Fund, a board member of the National
Network of Grantmakers (until its demise), and on the board of Peace Development Fund.
He seemed to be either on the board or in touch with what seems like almost every
progressive organization nationwide, helping all to network and thus strengthen.
In all his philanthropy he focused on community organizing rather than charity, believed in
funding work where he knew and admired the people involved. He was open to personal
evolution as he worked with people from different backgrounds on a common cause, and
the evolved respect was mutual. His passion for justice in the framework of the Constitution
brought him to create, and lead a huge fundraising campaign for the ACLU endowment.
Alan formed many close and lasting friendships from within Threshold, ATR, and with
activists all over the country, in red states and blue. He loved to hike and sail and drink
wine and palaver. His knowledge of history was vast and his curiosity to learn more in all
fields was genuine and infinite.
He is profoundly missed by his family, friends and colleagues.
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Bokara Legendre
1940 – 2017
By Marion Hunt

Bo wrote in her marvelous memoir, Not What I Expected, published just a few months
before her passing, “When you die you cannot hold anyone’s hand...Don’t hold onto
anything, it will hold you back.” I think of her easily flying around “the in-between” before
her next life. Bo was a Buddhist (probably a Tibetan Buddhist more than any other school).
She had a determined yearning to know about how to best live a life. Her memoir is an
enchanting read.
Being an heiress had its challenges for her and one with too many choices. Her life is like
a work of great fiction, beginning with being separated from her parents and being raised
by a nanny in another locale, and also not living with her only sibling. She was part of the
last of the Gilded Age kind. As an heiress too, I was often fascinated by her artfulness in
using money. I spent a few years as her neighbor in Big Sur, a special Christmas we had
together, her last years in New York City, and before she died, on Fishers Island.

“Lunch with Bokara” where she honed her skills as an interviewer with notable scientists,
healers and thought leaders.
Color was her signature. Everything she was involved with had color or she gave it color.
Her beautiful paintings, many rooted in her experience in nature, show an intimacy with
the natural world. She also took shamanic journeys as medicine for transformation and
insight. It was beautiful to see her evolve to a place where she was able to ask friends for
help, not feeling like being the one who always giveth.
Bokara embraced mindful living, as she bridged her many worlds, no shooting of animals
included (her mother's biggest hobby). She cared deeply for her dogs who were her
lifetime companions. Her children’s book was about a dream she had with a dragon. She
loved the outdoors—nature always healed her. Writing came easily to her and she had

Bobo loved ideas and talking about meaning. Among those she supported were spiritual
and arts groups: Tibet House (Board), Spirit Rock, The Paris Review (Board) and animal
rights NGOs were among her favorites. Threshold inspired her, but she stopped going
because it was hard with the memory loss. But truly, there wasn’t much Bo couldn’t
do competently.

many volumes of journaling. In the memoir are detailed stories layered with intricacies,

Despite the many years of debilitating ankylosing spondylitis, and several years of shortterm memory loss, Bo never complained—she knew how to improvise well. She had so
much charm and charisma, people just loved being with her. Privilege, of course, brings
access and Bobo was a master at identifying the most interesting. She got paid for it too.
Bo was in heaven when she performed as she loved giving in this way. Success came with
many performances including Monkey Business in New York and The Moth podcast. She
also had performance and art shows in Palm Beach and with Link TV, in a series called

no matter what she tried.” She had a quest to address this desperate “lacking” feeling from

a sense of place and often a compelling teaching from the amazing people she knew or
interviewed. Robert Thurman, Mirabai Bush, Ram Dass, & Brother David were among her
very close friends.
Despite Bo’s scintillating life so desirable by many, she “could not let go of being insufficient
her early childhood. Personally I think she spent her last years in a place of equanimity,
and I remember her ability to create simple pleasures...She learned how to let go and just
be. I saw her react to some big disappointments near the end.
As our Monica Winsor Mailman beautifully shared, “Bokara redirected a lineage and she
was a mad fun force!” I’m so grateful I had exquisite time with her.
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FINANCIALS
Threshold Foundation Statement of Financial Position

Threshold Foundation Statement of Activities

(with summarized information for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2017)

(with summarized information for the year ended December 31, 2017)

Years Ended December 31,		

2017		

2016

Assets

Year Ended December 31,		

2017

Revenues

Cash and cash equivalents

$

1,516,938

$

1,192,898

Contributions

$

2,488,370

Pledges receivable		

–		

36,820

Other Contributions		

2,250

Interest receivable		

4,840		

5,643

Interest and Dividends		

52,023

Other current assets		

7,360		

31,918

Realized Gain/(Loss)		

101,167

82,375		

40,000

Change in Unrealized Gain/(Loss)		

213,255

Deposits			
Investments, at fair value		

2,598,606		

2,380,676

Membership Fees		

317,772

Program related investments		

405,000		

387,173

Conference Fees		

469,994

Intangible assets, net		

720		

27,147

Other income		
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Transfer in from other Fund		

358,931

			Total assets

$

4,615,838

$

4,102,276

		

Total Revenue

4,003,783

Liabilities
Accounts payable

$

11,721

$

96

Grants payable		86,000		86,000
Deferred conference revenue		

–		

112,506

Refundable Deposits		

187,885		

186,571

Other Accrued Expense		

–		

600

Deferred revenue		

171,830		

–

Expenses
Grants and Awards

Net assets			
			

Net revenues over expenses		

3,716,503		

3,639,193

441,900		

77,310

2,100,590

Management Fees		

575,583

Conferences, Events, & Affiliated Expenses		

362,666

Consulting & Contract Services		

20,858

Depreciation – Website		

26,427

Travel				

26,943

Investment Fees		

23,214

Administrative & Other Expenses		

66,672

Transfer Out to Other Fund		

358,931

			Total liabilities		 457,436		 385,773
Net Assets

$

		

Total expenses		

3,561,883

Excess (Deficit) of Revenue over Expense		

441,900

			Total net assets		 4,158,402		 3,716,530
			

Total liabilities and net assets

$

4,615,838

$

4,102,276

2017 figures may be updated Fall 2018 upon completion of our financial audit.
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Threshold Foundation Statement of Cash Flows

Credits

(with summarized information for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2017)
Years Ended December 31,		

2017		

2016

Cash flows from operating activities
Change in net assets

$

441,900

$

73,780

The Palette Fund (page 5)
Combatants for Peace » (page 12)

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets
		

Photography

to cash used in operating activities:

Daily Acts » (page 15)

			Amortization		

–		

–

			

Net realized gains on investments		

(99,419)		

(52,506)

			

Net unrealized losses on investments		

(213,164)		

(120,970)

Threshold Foundation » (page 21)

			Contributed stock		

–		

–

Artwork

			

–		

–

Marissa Katarina Bergmann »

Proceeds from the sale of contributed stock		

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
			Pledges receivable		

36,820		

(19,485)

			Interest receivable		

203		

(692)

			Other current assets		

32,946		

16,190

			Deposits		

(42,375)		

35,800

			Accounts payable		

(11,625)		

(9)

			Grants payable		

–		

26,000

Design + Creative
Audacious Communications »
Kathy Shimizu »

			Deferred conference revenue		 (284,324)		 (207,354)
			

Net cash (used in) operating activities		

(139,037)		

(249,246)

Purchase of investments		

(719,723)		

(661,774)

Proceeds from sale of investments		

857,776		

684,938

Cash flows from investing activities

Website 			

–		

Change in program related investments		

–

(5,000)		

55,000

Net cash (used in)/provided by investing activities		

133,053		

78,164

Net change in cash and cash equivalents 		

(5,985)		

(171,081)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 		

1,185,938		

1,117,748

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

1,179,953

946,667

			

$

2017 figures may be updated Fall 2018 upon completion of our financial audit.

$

Photographs that have Creative Commons licensing are
attributed and may be viewed by visiting the corresponding URL.
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Our Staff and Board
Staff
Julia Diao, Foundation Manager
Rachel Schwartz, Program Associate

Board
Terrence Meck
Dawn Newton
Reid Williams
Nicholas Naylor-Leyland
Anne Irwin
Erika Harrison, resigned July 2017
Jodie Evans, resigned July 2017
Ibrahim AlHusseini
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PO Box 29903, San Francisco, CA 94129-0903
info@thresholdfoundation.org
www.thresholdfoundation.org
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